Monthly NEM Energy Statement
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Service For
Clearly indicates where
your charges were
incurred. Some
customers receive
PG&E service at
multiple locations.
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Your Account Summary
A snapshot of your bill in large, easytoread type. Although a
more detailed breakdown of your charges is available on the
following pages, the account summary provides an overview of
charges incurred, payments received, and your total amount
due. Since you’re a NEM customer, you only pay current gas
charges (if you have a gas account) and current electric monthly
charges. This is the minimum amount due that you must pay by
the due date. It will not include actual energy charges for
electricity until your TrueUp month.
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AtAGlance
Account Data

Your account number and
due date are at the top of
every page. It’s good to
have this information handy
if you need to call us about
your energy use.

Questions
About Your Bill?

If you have any questions,
feel free to contact us
using the information
found here.
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Your Net Energy
Metering Account
Summary
This section provides an
overview of your
yeartodate NEM charges
and when those charges
are due (mm/yyyy).
Please, pay attention to
the YTD charges in order
to keep track of how much
you may have to pay at the
time of your annual
TrueUp period.

Summary of NEM Charges
The chart below shows how much net
energy you generated or consumed each
month and the associated charge or credit.
The chart provides a summary of the total
NEM charges from the start of your annual
TrueUp period and a monthly snapshot of
your net energy use including time periods
if you are on a TimeofUse rate schedule.
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Explanation of
Calculations
This section explains
how your yeartodate
(YTD) and
monthovermonth
NEM charges are
calculated. If you
are eligible for Net
Surplus Compensation
those calculations
will be applied at your
annual TrueUp.

NEM Charts
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These charges or credits provide a visual
representation of both the monthly NEM
charges and cumulative balance of those
charges or credits monthovermonth. This
visual provides a way to monitor and better
gauge what charges or credits will likely be
at TrueUp.
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Details of Electric
Monthly Charges
This section includes
any nonenergy related
charges, service
charges, taxes or fees.
You pay these charges
monthly.

Details of NEM
Energy Charges
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This portion of your statement
shows the amount of electricity
used for the current billing
period and the associated
charges or credits.

This is the total NEM charge
or credit for this billing period.
This charge or credit is shown
for informational purposes
only and is reconciled at your
annual TrueUp.

Net Electric
Usage Chart
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This graph provides a visual of
your average daily net energy
usage during the current
billing period.
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